Colby College
Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) Procedures

Applicability

These procedures apply to all users of Colby facilities and services, including students, faculty, staff, contractors and guests.

Purpose

Colby College must observe the Federal Law governing the copyright of digital resources as defined in the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, 105 PL 105-304. This legislation addresses how claims of copyright violation are handled by organizations that run networks on which individuals have accounts or individual computers. The act clarifies that copyright applies to electronic media in much the same way that it has long applied to print and other conventional media.

Scope

All members of the Colby community are reminded that copyright protects intellectual and other creative property and the College takes a strong stand against copyright violation. Downloading, reproducing or distributing copyrighted protected material (e.g., Computer software, music, images, text, videos) is illegal and doing so is a direct violation of the DMCA. It is the responsibility of each individual who wishes to copy and use any material to obtain permission from the copyright owner where necessary. The DMCA also provides penalties for circumvention of technological measures used by copyright owners to protect their works.

Designated Agent

The registered designated agent with the U.S. Copyright Office for Colby College to receive notification of claimed infringement is the Vice President for Administration.

Procedures

The following procedures have been developed to implement the requirements of the DMCA at Colby College:

1. Notification of copyright infringement is sent by the copyright owner to the designated agent of the network service provider on which the material resides, specifying the particular elements concerned.
   - A copyright owner seeking to make a claim of copyright infringement for any material residing on Colby’s computer network must send notification to Colby’s contact agent, the Vice President for Administration.

2. The DMCA does not specifically require that the contact agent confirm either receipt of the notification or removal of access to the material. The Vice President of Administration is authorized to provide confirmation of both as appropriate.
   - The Vice President of Administration will forward the notification to the Chief Information Officer.
   - It is then sent to the Director of Network and Systems Operations where reasonable efforts, examining firewall logs, network access logs, and/or other records, will be taken to investigate and match a user to the IP address designated in the DMCA notice.

3. The account holder or the computer owner is notified.
   - The Chief Information Officer will provide information to the Vice President of Administration regarding the identity of those involved so that they may be contacted.
   - The person responsible (account holder or computer owner) for the material identified in the notice is informed in writing and by e-mail by the Vice President of Administration that notice has been received and that prompt action is required to comply.
• This information will not be provided to the person originating the notification of copyright infringement or to any other outside entity except under court order or subpoena. This matter will be considered confidential within the College.

• Disciplinary action may be initiated as indicated in the Code of Ethics for Information Technology at Colby College.

4. The network service provider must "promptly" remove or otherwise block access to the material specified in the notification.

• Upon being informed of notification, the responsible Colby person has 48 hours to remove access to the specified material, as well as any other material that infringes copyright, and must provide in that same time frame written assurance that no other material under his/her control is being made available by them in any way that infringes copyright.

• If the material is not removed from access by the end of that 48 hour period, the Chief Information Officer will be instructed by the Vice President of Administration to remove access to the material if it is on a College-administered computer or by removing network access for any other computer on which the material may reside.

• If the necessary action taken by the Chief Information Officer is to discontinue network access for a College- or personally-owned computer, network access will be restored only upon receipt of a signed statement that the specified material has been removed and that no additional material in violation of copyright is available on that computer.

5. The account holder or computer owner may file with the original claimant a counter notification in which a right to use the material is claimed.

• Members of the Colby community are cautioned that filing a counter notification almost inevitably leads to litigation.

• Colby employees must obtain prior approval from the Vice President of Administration before submitting a counter notification. The College provides no indemnification for any action in which prior approval by the Administrative VP has not been provided.

• A copy of any counter notification must be submitted to the Vice President of Administration, who will notify the Chief Information Officer, who will reinstate access to the material within 10-14 business days, unless there is a court injunction against doing so.

• Individuals such as students are strongly urged to seek the advice of an attorney before submitting a counter notification. The College will provide no assistance in any ensuing litigation.

6. A procedure exists by which a copyright owner can obtain a subpoena from a federal court ordering a service provider to disclose the identity of a subscriber who is allegedly engaging in infringing activities.

• This is the only situation under which the College would provide to any outside entity the identity of any individual alleged to be involved in copyright infringement. Members of the Colby community should be aware, though, that their identities in such situations may be deduced by an outside entity from information readily available on the web.

7. Legal action may occur between the copyright owner and the alleged copyright infringer even if access to the material has been removed.

• Account holders and computer owners should be aware that there may be significant civil and criminal penalties for copyright infringement that occurred prior to removal of access.

8. The network service provider is held harmless for both carrying any material in violation of copyright if it has been unaware of the violation and blocking access to material for which notification has been received.
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- The College, as a network service provider, is protected under the DMCA.
- The College must take steps to remove material from access if it discovers that it infringes on copyright; disciplinary action may be taken.
- The College does not routinely inspect material made available by individuals and groups through its network to the campus community or the rest of the Internet, although it has a right to do so.
- College employees are required to abide by copyright restrictions to avoid having themselves and the College as a content provider involved in litigation.
- Individuals are responsible for the content they provide and are subject to campus disciplinary action as well as prosecution under federal and state laws.

9. The DMCA notes that faculty and other instructors must be particularly careful not to include items that infringe on copyright in required or recommended material in any course they teach.

10. The DMCA requires that the network service provider adopt and reasonably implement a policy of terminating in appropriate circumstances the accounts of subscribers who are repeat infringers.
- The Code of Ethics for Information Technology at Colby College (http://www.colby.edu/its/policies-and-procedures/) prohibits the infringement of copyright. Action leading to permanent account or network access termination would be taken under the disciplinary process described there.

11. The College may receive a notification from a copyright owner claiming that copyright infringement has occurred and requesting that the College provide to the account holder or computer owner a “settlement letter” or other proposal to resolve the claim of infringement without litigation.
- The College will make reasonable efforts to identify the account holder or computer owner and, subject to consultation with its attorney, may contact the account holder or computer owner as requested by the copyright owner. The College will not provide the account holder’s or computer owner’s identifying information to the copyright owner without permission or without a court order or subpoena.
- If the copyright owner thereafter notifies the College that legal action has been commenced, the College will respond as directed by its counsel. If the College is served with a subpoena or court order requiring the disclosure of the account holder’s or computer owner’s identifying information, the College will respond as permitted by law.
- Court rules of procedure generally prohibit an individual accused of infringing copyright from deleting or destroying evidence, including electronic data, material or communications. Persons accused of infringing copyright are urged to consult an attorney.

12. This document will be reviewed annually or more often as necessary by the Information Technology Committee and, when changes are made, by the College’s attorneys.

13. Questions about the DMCA or the procedures described here should be directed to the Vice President of Administration or Chief Information Officer.
Related Documentation

U.S. Copyright Office Summary of the DMCA
http://lcweb.loc.gov/copyright/legislation/dmca.pdf

Complete Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998
http://lcweb.loc.gov/copyright/legislation/hr2281.pdf

List of registered agents of network service providers for receiving notification of copyright infringement by account holders:
http://lcweb.loc.gov/copyright/onlinesp/list/
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